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A Journey of living on this Earth

A Life & SAT Prep -for-Kids 10+

*Suggested Age 10+ with

PRE-REQUISITE: Eager/
Proficient [R+] Reader Level
(Due to Complexity of
Readings) Take Check-In On
Student Application Link

The Breakdown
min. 5 hours per month

Meditation Techniques
Etymology & SAT Vocab Practice
Reading Fluency & Analysis by SAT Question Types
& critical reading strategies
Content Features: diverse, relevant, young-people-centered
Life themes, Virtues-based-learning, and an exploration and
appreciation for our rich, diverse world & its true history

Life Assignment / Social Experiment
Grammar / Sentence Composition
Essay Writing

Offered via Private Tutoring Rates
As we! as through The Sankofa homeschool collective
Please s" websites for rates & more info
www.iamsunschool.com

l

The Book of Life is I Am Sun’s SAT-for-Kids literacy program.
What exactly is it? A preparation for the English Language
Arts section of college entrance exams (SAT/GED) &
common core skills through a journey format - exploring the
diverse experiences of students of color and a world that
embraces our history, our perspectives, our imagination and
our greatest virtues. View our
commercial.
THE WHY: Education has always seemed so disjointed from
itself and the reality of being human in a progressive and yet
troubled world. How could we learn not just academics, but
how to make life better for ourselves, our planet, and others?
For, as it is said, education is not about the filling of a.
vessel - but the sparking of a flame.

I Am Sun

is a member

of the Sankofa Homeschool
Collective
Created in 2016 by I Am Sun / Brown Girls Think LLC

I Am Sun’s

Accelerated

SThrough
panish 1
the Diaspora
‣ Practice more authentic pronunciation

‣ Learn most necessary verb conjugations
and essential vocabulary

‣Read Spanish text
‣ Get a daily dose of

Latinamerican -> AfroLatinx
cultures

The Breakdown

recommended. 4 hours per month

“Pop Cultura” Lessons/Trivia on Latinx / Afro-Latinx
Culture
Getting down Spanish Pronunciation & Accents
Learn Basic Vocabulary (articles, nouns,
adjectives, verbs, prepositional phrases)
Learn Basic to Complex Sentence Structure
Practice Speaking and Reading Spanish

Offered via Private Tutoring Rates
As we! as through The Sankofa homeschool collective
Please s" websites for rates & more info
www.iamsunschool.com

A More efficient way to
learn Spanish
An accelerated Spanish course, taking you through
Latin-American & Afro-Hispanic culture, Spanish
pronunciation mastery, and sentence structure.

“I never thought it could be so easy to learn Spanish!”
“4 years of Spanish grammar broken down!”
“Why didn’t I come to her sooner?”

I Am Sun

is a member

of the Sankofa Homeschool
Collective
Created in 2016 by I Am Sun / Brown Girls Think LLC

I Am Sun’s

Proof's
i n he
t puddin
I &inII ’

*With
an Added
Segment
on

“Black & Brown
Civil
Rights
Beyond
the
1960s”
Suggested Age: 12+

A YOUNG Citizen of Color’s

The Breakdown
Collective Experience* (see below). Exploring why African Americans and ethnic groups
in the U.S. are considered “protected parties”
Experience Vs. Opinion. We will reflect on our experiences (and why they are more
telling than our opinions)
The Progress-O-Meter. We will learn what our political stances are
Choosing Our Political Parties . We will learn about & research various political
parties and debate the notion of a “throw-away” vote
Researching Candidates. We will research major party nominees and learn how to
use platforms to check their politics. We will learn why not to vote for someone
because we see their billboard a lot or because we like the way they talk or look.
Problems within Democracies & Dictatorship. We will learn about the threat of
corporatocracy - and the importance of checking on funding sources of
politicians
Political Advocacy. We will learn how to advocate to our local politicians on
something we want to see changed.

*Added Segment: The Collective Experience

“Black & Brown Civil Rights Beyond the 1960s”

Offered Through Sankofa.

Guide to becoming an informed voter in
America
Analyze your country’s political process! Become an
engaged citizen by learning how to research your
politicians! Our class will be engaging in thoughtful,
daily dialogue & debate and using www.votesmart.org
as well as other tools to help us really know who we’re
voting for!

In this added segment, students will learn
the truth of why African Americans &
other ethnic groups are considered
"protected classes” in this nation. Learn
the history of state-sponsored violence
upon African American communities - and
the resistance movements they spawned
and inspired. Learn how and where the
term “Black Power” arose & the
inspiration it gave me the world.
Understand what Alice Walker meant by:
“The most common way people give up
their power is by thinking they don’t have
any.”

I Am Sun is a member

of the Sankofa Homeschool Collective
Created in 2019 by I Am Sun / Brown Girls Think LLC

I Am Sun’s

INDIGENOUSn
Sciences &

World
History

*Please Indicate your
Scholars' Reader Level on the
Application

Available upon
Request
& through book of Life

A real take on the truth
For too long, we have associated European history as
World History, and Western science as the ultimate
truth. This course examines the happenings of the world
from the lens of the first people of each land, including
Europe. We look at colonization from their perspective,
the resistance movements against colonization, and the
progressive movements within neo-colonization. Future
Complementary Course: Arts and the Movement
(Examining Music through the generations and its
correlation to Political History, from an American lens)
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Created in 2016 by I Am Sun / Brown Girls Think LLC

I Am Sun’s

Math
Is a
of

*For Advanced Classes, Basic
Single Operation Facts Must Be
Memorized; Long Operation
Skills & Exponent Basics Down
(Score 7+ with these parameters
to right, no calculator, proctored)

Available upon
Request

& through An Alternate Season
of book of Life

Language
e
s
r
e
the Univ

Taking You down

The Path to College Entrance Math
What are all the fundamental math skills
required for higher learning?
Well, not only that you know how to do basic operations but the application of those skills in logical problem solving.
This shows up as algebraic & geometric problem solving,
statistical and pattern problems, as well as the
mathematical components of Chemistry and Physics. Get
ready to hone in on your Mathematical sense of logic to
prepare you, from a young age, for the SATs, Math
Olympics, and the GEDs.
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I Am Sun’s

Applied
Meditation

How Meditation frees our
Imagination

Available upon
Request
& through book of Life

Learn:
-Various breathing techniques
-Meditation forms
-Yoga Positions
- & Applied Meditative Practices like spoon-bending:) &
intuition-building exercises
- Chakra Science
- Ways of Understanding & Appreciating The World’s
Religions & Cultures
- Emotional Conflict Resolution
- Visualizing & Affirmations

I Am Sun

is a member
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Collective
Created in 2018 by I Am Sun / Brown Girls Think LLC

I Am Sun’s
“Your passion is your pur1ose.”

T Custom Class
he

N"ds &

Tailoring a class around your Scholar’s interests

“The Epitome of Un-Schooling”
I Am Sun is a huge believer in following your heart & living
your purpose. This is why we offer the option of creating a
class just for your scholar. Here are some ideas parents &
scholars have thought of & requested:

Check out our

Plant-based cooking
Hiking & Local Ecology Study
Spanish / Math for the W" Little ones:)
A Journey through the World & Its stories
Chakra Science
Musical / Film analysis catered to Scholar’s Tailored interests
commercial
I Am Sun is a member

Ask & see if we can provide - and/or
we will work to connect you to
someone who can through our
networks:)

of the Sankofa Homeschool
Collective
Created in 2018 by I Am Sun / Brown Girls Think LLC

